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Welcome to the Light Directory Newsletter!!!
Check out our New Products and New Catalogs. We frequently update these sections and
encourage you to request additional product information or catalogs from our Featured
Manufacturers.
New Social Media Page
Get the latest lighting manufacturer and association social media feeds all in one place.
You can view all featured media types or choose by specific platform. The page is updated
every morning.
Click Here to View the New Page

Smart City Solutions with Sternberg
Lighting
IntelliStreets® is an integrated set of solutions offering the
capability to see, hear, and record what's happening on your
streets, thru both cameras and audio sensors. RGBA
notification provides visual cues combined with a 360 degree
speaker to give pedestrians and motorists vital information in
critical situations. The dynamic 2-sided digital sign provides
way finding, traffic direction, advertising, event, and holiday
promotion. In addition, our ‘Push Blue' system creates a much
higher level of threat mitigation to protect those in dangerous situations. More Information

April 2022 NEMA Electroindustry Business Confidence
Index
The situation on the ground was little changed since last month, but that left major headwinds
still facing electrical manufacturers. Commenters mentioned concerns about inflation and

supply chain problems that were further exacerbated by China’s lockdown of its largest city
and one of its busiest ports, Shanghai, in an attempt to clamp down on rising COVID cases.
The share of respondents that reported better conditions increased in April, but the proportion
that noted worse conditions ticked up as well. The net effect was a modest shift from an
overall “unchanged” reading of 50 in March to one of slow growth expansion at 54.2 in April.
Read the full report

2022 LEDucation Featured Products from
Light Directory
Welcome to the 3rd annual Featured LEDucation Products from Light Directory!!
Please check out some of the products that will be featured at the LEDucation show. Use the
form at bottom of the page to request additional information about any of the products
featured. Click here to view the products

LTF Technology
LTF Technology’s Quantum Lux™ Driver-On-Board LEDs
connect directly to 120V AC line voltage and offers built-in Dimto-Warm, an essential feature for hospitality and residential
lighting. Patented LED technology provides compact light
engines that are reliable, affordable choices for interior and
exterior OEM lighting applications. These fully dimmable, highperformance solid-state light emitters are optimized for uniform, evenly distributed light
patterns and high-quality output. In addition to stock models, LTF's engineering team can
create custom light engines optimized for your specific project requirements; low MOQ
makes this a cost-effective option. Visit LTF at Lightfair, Booth 2775, June 21-23 in Las
Vegas. Website

The Underline Project
The Underline is transforming the land below Miami's Metrorail
into a 10 mile linear park, urban trail, and public art destination.
Pedestrian and bike pathways along the corridor connect a
sprawling, auto-centric city in new ways. The linear park
immediately became a destination for locals and tourists.
Connecting the spaces along the half-mile of The Underline are
Arne area lights from Landscape Forms design partner
Urbidermis Santa & Cole. Learn more

Restoring Darkness #41 From Prison Yards to National
Parks (Part 2)
In part 2 of this podcast (find part 1 here), Michael and Tim continue their conversation. Tim
gives his perspective on outdoor lighting and energy savings in Massachusetts while
Michael does the same from his Ontario Canada perspective.

4”, 5” and 6” Cobalt
Adjustable Retrofit

Tim is the Vice President of the Massachusetts chapter of the International Dark-sky
Association. Listen to the podcast

SPX from Lithonia Lighting
SPX™ from Lithonia Lighting® combines the latest technology and
visual interest. With six different optic options, five frame colors,
and easy opportunities to embed wired or wireless controls, there
are countless configurations for you to find your perfect match. What makes this product with
personality unique are the lens options. The 3D optics give the viewer an illusion of depth, all
while the fixture itself is completely flat. SPX goes beyond visual interest; it also has low-UGR
lens options that provide superior visual comfort for the occupants in the space. Now you
don’t have to choose between quality, performance, and visual appeal when selecting your
ideal luminaire. Website

Oversized Shades from ANP Lighting
Constructed from heavy-duty spun aluminum and available in
up to 48" in diameter, ANP Lighting's Oversized Shades are
designed to add maximum visual impact to retail shops,
restaurants, hotels, office spaces and more. With a choice of
up to 13 different shade styles in various sizes and color
finishes, Oversized Shades provide a lighting solution that is
as big as your vision and as bold as your brand. Website

Get A Grip On Lighting - 20 Roads to Grandma’s House
Webster and Ron talk to Norman Russell about finding the balance, in lighting design and
integration, between the designer, the engineer and the owner. It’s a challenge getting
everyone into the same room. And of course, education, education, education! Mr. Russell
has contributed lighting design expertise to a wide variety of public and private projects. He
completed graduate studies in lighting for theatre and television and compiled a significant list
of lighting design credits. Listen to the podcast

The Cabrillo from Auroralight
This stealth lighting tool gives the designer new options when an
inconspicuous light source is desired or required. Create a
dramatic effect by hiding under eaves, attaching to landscape
structures, or mounted in tree canopies. The Cabrillo, like our
larger directional luminaires, is a specification-grade product of
the highest quality. Website

Nora Lighting’s Cobalt LED
Adjustable Retrofit is now
offered in 4”, 5” and 6”
apertures with a patented
design that allows the
fixture to rotate 358
degrees and adjust up to
30 degrees, while never
exposing an opening or
breaking the ceiling plane.
A practical solution for
sloped ceilings, the fixture
offers 1000lm or 1200lm
packages; three field
changeable optics; plus
optional TIR premium
reflectors. A frosted lens is
pre-installed and additional
semi-frosted lens is
included. With integral
driver, Triac or ELV
dimming, and seven
finishes that match the
entire Cobalt family of
downlights. Website

New Wireless-Enabled
IOTA® Emergency
Drivers for use with
STAR

IOTA® ILB AELR emergency
drivers feature state-of-theart Bluetooth® technology to
deliver emergency lighting
test data directly to your
mobile device. ILB AELR
emergency drivers
automatically conduct the
monthly and annual tests
required by the Life Safety
Code. Using the STAR (self-

The Designer Collection from Impact
Architectural Lighting
Includes three new pendants. All feature a high power COB array
downlight in multiple lumen packages • 2700K, 3000K, 3500K,
4000K • Wired for 0-10v dimming to 1% • 15 powder coat paint
finishes • Optional frosted acrylic bottom lens with three thumb
holes recess slightly into fixture
beautiful glow (tiki.aura) The acrylic top gives our NEW tiki.aura its beautiful glow!
translucent white acrylic inverted bell up light element.

testing automated reporting)
tool in the CLAIRITYTM+
app, users can view,
download, and export these
test results to comply with
emergency lighting recordkeeping requirements. The
CLAIRITYTM+ app is
available for free for both iOS
and Android devices.
Website

Sabin from Delray
Lighting

NOW with an UPLIGHT (top.ls.tiki.up) Our tailored spun aluminum downlight pendant
now has a recessed COB up light!
A bit of whimsy (bul.it.hlz) A playful pattern of holes varies from fixture to fixture! beautiful
pattern of light and dark! inner optical cone is lowered to allow light to illuminate the holes.
Website

Web-based Software for Manufacturers
Lighting Analysts is excited to announce our new web-based
software for exterior lighting, Luxiflux Area. Designed for luminaire
manufacturer's websites, Luxiflux Area can optimize pole spacing
and mounting height to provide hard numbers for decision makers
while they browse for products. With similar look and feel on
mobile and desktop platforms, Luxiflux Area is the perfect website
companion to our previously released Luxiflux Zonal interior software. Website

Control sounds that bounce
off open ceilings with Sabin
acoustic baffles. Easily
installed over new and
retrofitted Delray Dos and
Uno circular fixtures, Sabin is
available in four shapes and
ten felt colors. They not only
reduce extraneous reflected
noise, but also add dramatic
style to interior designs.
Sabin is rated with an NRC of
0.5 and a SAA of 0.51. (Per
ASTM C423-17, tested with
the Mandolin model, installed
in a 2 ft. Dos circle.) Website

WST-LED
Outdoor Architectural
LED Wall Sconce from
Lithonia Lighting

Whether you are trying to
meet specification, code, or
seeking a building mount
solution with the right
options, the WST LED is
your go-to solution
delivering a visually
comfortable lighting
experience. The WST LED

has two optics and 1,500 to
6,600 lumens, combined
with a comprehensive
variety of battery backup,
controls, and other options
to meet your specification
or building code. Coupled
with nLight® AIR wireless
controls, the WST LED
provides enhanced enduser experiences and
unmatched energy savings.
Website

Get the latest lighting news
on our Twitter page. Click
here to follow us on Twitter.
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